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ABSTRACT
The production of food is a primary concern for the
countries of Africa. Marine fisheries can contribute toward
alleviating undernutrition and provide employment opportuni-
ties in developing countries. In West Africa there are sub-
stantial marine fisheries resources but there is a need for
development and improved management of these resources.
Fisheries development efforts have thus far achieved limited
success in the region. However, there is considerable poten-
tial for increasing the contribution of fisheries to econom-
ic development if the problems of fisheries development can
be overcome.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The production of food is a primary concern for the
developing countries of Africa. The per capita supply of
food in terms of calorie intake and protein consumption in
West Africa is much lower than the world average and lower
than the average for the African continent as a whole.! Mal-
nutrition and undernutrition are prevalent in this region,
especially with the recent occurrences of drought. The prob-
lem of nutrition needs to be addressed and efforts need to
be made to improve the food supply of the region.
Another problem that contributes to poverty is lack of
productive employment opportunities. 2 Many people, although
not openly unemployed, are underemployed. These are the
working poor, people who are working full time but only
barely producing enough for subsistence living. Programs and
projects are needed to improve the production of the popula-
tions of these countries in order for economic growth and
development to be achieved.
One sector of the economy of coastal countries in Afri-
ca that has been receiving increasing attention is marine
fisheries. Since the adoption of extended marine fisheries
jurisdiction, fisheries have been recognized as having a
potentially important role in helping to alleviate malnutri-
tion and providing employment opportunities for people in
FAO (United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization),
Yearbook of Production, 1988 (Rome: UNFAO 1989).
2 G.M. Meier, Leading Issues in Economic Development (New
York: Oxford University Press, 1989), pp. 152-53.
the rural coastal areas. 3 The purpose of this study is to
examine the potential contribution of fisheries development
to general economic development and to identify and discuss
the problems and issues of fisheries development that must
be addressed by fisheries development planners.
The focus of this study will be the West African area
known as the CECAF region. The CECAF region includes twenty
coastal and island states and their exclusive economic zones
consisting of the coastal states along the west coast of
Africa from Morocco in the north to Zaire in the south and
the island states of Cape Verde to the west of Senegal, Sao
Tome and Principe in the Gulf of Guinea, and the islands of
Equatorial Guinea, also in the Gulf of Guinea. The Canary
Islands (Spain) and the Salvage and Madeira Islands (Portu-
gal) are located off the coast of Morocco but these islands
will not be considered in this study. The region is divided
into two major sUbregions: the north CECAF area, which in-
eludes the countries from Morocco to Liberia and the south
CECAF area, which includes the countries from Cote d'Ivoire
to Zaire. Although the study will concentrate on a particu-
lar region, many implications of the study will be applica-
ble to other developing regions of the world.
The methodology used for this study will be to review
recent development literature, particularly fisheries-relat-
3 Norway /FAO, "The Potential of Fisheries in
Undernutrition, II in E.M. Borgese (ed.), Ocean
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1982).
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Alleviating
Yearbook 6
ed literature. It is intended that the results of the study
will provide a comprehensive assessment of fisheries devel-
opment in West Africa that will be useful to fisheries de-
velopment workers.
In section II the importance of fish will be discussed,
including the merits of fish as a source of nutrition and
the traditional role of fish in the diets of the people of
the region. The importance of the fisheries sector in rela-
tion to the general economy also will be discussed.
Section III will include a review of the exclusive
economic zone regime and will look at fisheries development
policy options for the region. The need for regional cooper-
ation in fisheries management will be discussed. A compari-
son of small-scale and industrial fisheries will be included
in this section.
Section IV will review the status of marine fisheries
in the CECAF region. The potential for increased domestic
production and intra-regional trade of fish also will be
examined.
section V will include a discussion of the role of
international development agencies in fisheries development.
Issues and problems of fisheries development will be exam-
ined and the importance of considering socio-economic as-
pects of fishing communities in designing and implementing
fisheries development projects will be pointed out. Finally,
section VI will provide recommendations for fisheries devel-
opment in the CECAF region and the paper will be concluded.
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II. THE IMPORTANCE OF FISHERIES
The Role of Fish in Nutrition and Diet
The supply of food is a major concern in the CECAF
region. Table 1 shows that the per capita supply of calories
and protein in many countries of the CECAF region is lower
than the world average and lower than the average for Africa
as a whole. From 1984 to 1986, the per capita supply of
calories for at least fifteen CECAF countries was lower than
the world average and at least nine countries had a lower
per capita supply of calories than the average for Africa as
a whole. As for protein during this period, at least fifteen
CECAF countries had a lower per capita supply of protein
than the world average and at least twelve countries had
lower per capita supply than Africa as a whole. Also, the
per capita supply of calories decreased from the period of
1979 to 1981 to the period of 1984 to 1986 for at least six
CECAF countries and the per capita supply of protein de-
creased for at least nine countries. 4
Protein is particularly scarce in the region. Table 1
shows that at least eleven countries obtain one-third or
more of their animal protein from fish and at least thirteen
countries obtain more than one-quarter of their animal pro-
tein from fish. At least seventeen countries in the region
obtain a higher than average proportion of their protein
from fish than the world average, which is around twenty
4 FAO, Yearbook of Production, 1988.
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Table 1: Food supply in the world, Africa and the CECAF
region.
PER PER PER CAPITA FISH AS
CAPITA CAPITA ANIMAL \ OF
CALORIES! PROTEIN! PROTEIN! ANIMAL
DAY DAY 84-86 DAY 84-86 PROTEIN
84-86A (gm)A (gm)A 868
WORLD 2694 70.3 24.1 ----
AFRICA 2299 57.4 12.6 ----
Benin 2188 49.9 9.1 22.2
Cameroon 2040 47.1 8.3 22.2
Cape Verde 2729 66.3 16.2 43.7
Congo 2598 50.7 20.6 65.0
Cote d'Ivoire 2550 54.0 12.6 30.8
Equatorial n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.
Guinea
Gabon n.a. n.a. n.a. 32.1
Gambia 2365 59.5 15.3 40.0
Ghana 1733 38.2 11. 6 50.0
Guinea 1782 40.1 6.2 33.3
I Guinea Bissau n.a. n.a. n.a. 12.5
Liberia 2357 43.3 10.1 40.0
Mauritania 2283 95.6 59.5 12.1
Morocco 2863 78.0 12.9 21.4
Nigeria 2114 46.6 6.8 33.3
Sao Tome 2386 51.3 15.6 66.7
& Principe
Senegal 2336 66.5 15.6 37.5
Sierra Leone 1868 40.8 8.6 66.7
Togo 2224 51. 5 8.5 33.3
Zaire 2159 34.3 6.9 28.6
Sources: AFAO, Yearbook of Production, 1988; BBonzon and
Horemans, Socio-Economic Data Base on African Fisheries,
1988.
5
percent. 5 It is clear from the information above that the
diet of the people of the CECAF region is in need of im-
provement.
Fish is a good source of animal protein particularly in
developing countries that tend to have low-protein, high-
carbohydrate food consumption patterns6 and it is already an
important source of animal protein in West Africa. Other
benefits of fish in the diet include the following:?
- protein quality of fish is similar to chicken, meat,
milk and cheese;
- fish, particularly oily fish, can be an important
energy source for people at risk of malnutrition,
especially for small children, since it is less
bUlky than other carbohydrates;
fish is a good source of vitamin A and vitamin D,
iron and, for marine fish, iodine; and
- fatty fish, when consumed with green leafy vegeta-
bles, can aid in metabolizing vitamin A from the
vegetables.
In addition to the nutritive value of fish, there are
other benefits, particularly for the poor. Fish is often the
cheapest source of animal protein in developing countries
and it is frequently an important source of protein for poor
5 K.C. Lucas and T. Loftas, "FAD's EEZ Program: Helping to
Bui ld the Fisheries of the Future," in E. M. Borgese (ed.),
Ocean Yearbook 3 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1982),
p. 42.
6 G. Kent, Fish, Food, and Hunger: The Potential of Fisheries
for Alleviating Malnutrition (Boulder, CO: westview Press
Inc., 1987), p. 27.
? Id at 29-38.
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people. 8 This is an important consideration since develop-
ment efforts that target the poorest people will have the
greatest impact on improving human welfare.
The Role of Fisheries in Economic Development
Increase in production
The benefits of improved diet and nutrition go beyond
the immediate improvement of the individual well-being of
people. Improved nutrition also can benefit the economy as a
whole in that individuals can be more productive and con-
tribute more to the economy of a country. An essential input
for the production of goods - whether they are food type
goods or industrial goods - is labor. To work and provide
labor, people must receive a certain level of nutrition that
is provided by food. Hence, the quantity and quality of food
available to people will have a direct impact on the
quantity and quality of labor. An increase in the supply of
fish can make a substantial contribution to the improvement
of the food supply and the diets of the people of the CECAF
region. An improvement in diet can lead to increased produc-
tivity and thus to the general economic development of the
countries of the region.
Employment and income
Fisheries are important sources of employment and in-
come, especially in coastal areas that generally tend to be
8 D. stevenson, R. Pollnac and P. Logan, A Guide for the
Small-Scale Fishery Administrator (Kingston, Rhode Island:
International Center for Marine Resource Development, URI,
1982), p. 3.
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the more densely populated areas in West Africa. 9 The fish-
ing industry creates employment in other sectors than the
harvesting sector. For instance, small-scale fisheries are
labor intensive and employ not only fishermen but also men,
women and children involved in the processing and distribu-
tion of the catch. In fact, female fish processors and dis-
tributors are the primary element of economic stability in
some fishing communities and represent a substantial eco-
nomically productive sector of the population in coastal
areas in West African countries. to Employment also can be
created and supported in manufacturing industries such as
boat building, fishing gear manufacturing and processing
equipment manufacturing .11
Fishing can supplement employment in other sectors such
as agriculture. Since agriculture is usually the most labor
intensive only during certain times of year such as at sow-
ing and harvesting times, idled farm labor is often employed
in fisheries activities. In West Africa, fishing is a sea-
sonal occupation in many countries such as in Guinea Bissau
where most small-scale fishermen are also farmers. 12 In
9 R.B. Pollnac, sociocultural Issues in West African Small-
Scale Fisheries Development, FOSS Working Paper No. 20
(Kingston, RI: International Center for Marine Resource De-
velopment, URI, 1988), p. 29.
10 Id at 21-22.
11 H. Josupeit, The Economic and Social Effects of the Fishing
Industry, FAO Fisheries Circular No. 314, revision 1 (Rome:
UNFAO, 1981), p. 29.
12 Pollnac, supra note 9 at 9.
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parts of Sierra Leone, fishermen fish during the peak season
and are employed in farming and petty trading during the
off-season.
Increasing the incomes of fishermen and those employed
in other sectors connected to the fishing industry and in
other sectors of the national economy is important for eco-
nomic development. It not only improves the general well-
being of people but allows for capital formation that is
necessary for increased production and growth in GNP. As
more goods and services are produced, increased incomes are
necessary for those goods and services to be purchased. For
example, if more fish is harvested, there must be increased
incomes in non-fisheries sectors in order for the fish to be
marketed. At the same time, an increase in income in the
fisheries sector will create a market for non-fisheries
products such as agricultural products and manufactured
goods. As such, fisheries development can contribute to the
general economic development of a country.
Foreign exchange earnings
Fisheries also can be an important earner of foreign
exchange. In 1988, the CECAF region exported almost 450,000
metric tons of fish worth over one billion us dollars. 13
This is an important consideration since the shortage of
foreign exchange is often cited as a common problem in de-
veloping countries. Exports will be discussed further in
13 FAO, Yearbook of Fisheries statistics, 1988 (Rome: UNFAO,
1989) .
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section IV.
Summary
This section has examined the potential benefits of
fish and fisheries to the welfare of people and to the
economies of developing countries. Clearly fisheries
development can play an important role in economic develop-
ment, which includes not only economic growth, but improve-
ment in human welfare. It is no wonder that fisheries devel-
opment has received such a great amount of attention and
effort in the West Africa region. The following section will
examine fisheries jurisdiction regimes in West Africa and
discuss fisheries development and management alternatives.
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III. FISHERIES JURISDICTION AND DEVELOPMENT POLICY
Evolution of the EEZ regime
Before the mid seventies, ocean areas outside narrow
coastal strips immediately adjacent to coastal countries
were considered high seas, and the fisheries in these areas
were thus sUbject to the regime of the high seas. As a basic
principle of international law, all nations had the right to
fish on the high seas sUbject only to specific international
agreements or treaties.~ In 1958 the United Nations adopted
conventions that codified countries' rights on the high seas
and provided for coastal country sovereignty over a belt of
sea, or territorial sea, adjacent to its coast. still, the
width of the territorial sea was not specifically delimited.
It was still ambiguous in terms of defining where the coast-
al country jurisdiction ended and the regime of the high
seas began. This posed a problem for management of fisheries
since there was a lack of clearly delimited areas of author-
ity.
The mid to late seventies saw a proliferation of uni-
lateral extension of marine jurisdiction zones by coastal
countries around the world, including the coastal countries
of the CECAF region. By 1980, most CECAF countries had es-
tablished zones of fisheries jurisdiction beyond the tradi-
~ S. Oda, "Fisheries Under the United Nations Convention on
the Law of the Sea," American Journal of International Law,
Vol. 77, 1983, p. 740.
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tional three mile territorial sea. 15 These countries claimed
fisheries jurisdiction out to 200 nautical miles from the
baselines used to measure the territorial sea, except Camer-
oon and Gabon, which claimed 50 and 100 nautical miles,
respectively (see Table 2).
In 1982 the united Nations Convention on the Law of the
Sea (UNCLOS 111)16 was signed, codifying the emerging con-
sensus that international law should allow coastal countries
to establish an exclusive economic zone (EEZ) out to 200
nautical miles. Although the Convention has not entered into
force, it is regarded as reflecting customary international
law and the 200 mile EEZ is almost universally accepted. The
1982 Convention provides that coastal countries have "sover-
eign rights for the purpose of exploring and exploiting,
conserving and managing" the living resources of their
EEZs. U This new EEZ regime allows coastal countries to gain
national control over areas of the ocean where most of the
world's fish resources are found and presents the opportuni-
ty for coastal countries to obtain the full benefits asso-
ciated with these resources. still, it should be kept in
mind that the new regime does not necessarily automatically
transfer these benefits to the countries but merely presents
IS Lucas and Loftas, supra note 5 at 52-53.
16 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea, Dec. 10,
1982, U.N. Doc. A/CONF.62/122 [hereinafter cited as 1982
convention].
17 1982 Convention, article 56, paragraph l(a).
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TABLE 2: 1980 fisheries jurisdiction zones of CECAF coun-
tries and year of establishment.
I200 Nautical Miles I
Cape Verde 1978 Morocco 1980
Guinea Bissau 1978 Nigeria 1978
Cote d'Ivoire 1977 Sao Tome and Principe 1978
Mauritania 1978 Togo 1977
Gambia 1978 Senegal 1976
Benin 1976 Guinea 1965
Congo 1977 Liberia 1976
Ghana 1977 Sierra Leone 1971
IOther Than 200 Nautical Miles I
Cameroon (50 nautical miles) 1974
Gabon (100 nautical miles) 1972
Source: Lucas and Loftas, 1982.
the opportunity for these benefits to be obtained. To maxi-
mize and sustain the flow of benefits, appropriate develop-
ment and proper management of the resources is necessary.
EEZ Policy Alternatives
Since the establishment of exclusive economic zones,
one way that coastal countries have dealt with the incapaci-
ty to harvest its fisheries resources is through cooperative
fisheries arrangements such as licensing of foreign fishing
and joint ventures. This practice can be equated to the
import of harvesting and processing services. 18 Although
18 G.R. Munro, "Coastal states, Distant-Water Fleets and EFJ:
Some Long-Run Considerations," Marine Policy, Vol. 9 (January,
1985), pp. 4-5.
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these arrangements have the potential to be beneficial to
both parties, questions have been raised about whether
coastal developing countries actually receive net benefits
from these arrangements. 19 Black points out concerns and
costs of these arrangements to developing countries. These
include the affects of foreign fishing on domestic fleets;
the difficulties in monitoring compliance; the development
of a fishery infrastructure that is psychologically and
economically tied to the foreign operations, which can po-
tentially influence future pOlicy decisions; and the ques-
tion of whether the training received by host country na-
tionals is actually beneficial.
The establishment and operation of joint venture and
licensed foreign fishing arrangements in West African EEZs
needs to be carefully appraised and the benefits and costs
evaluated to decide the best way for each country to develop
its fishing capacity and to get the optimum long term bene-
fit from its fisheries resources. Foreign fishing within the
EEZs of West African countries may be a source of foreign
exchange through license and tonnage fees during the period
that domestic fleets are developing their fishing fleets and
harvesting capacities. However, monitoring foreign fishing
activities and enforcing fishing regulations is difficult
19 See W.L. Black III, "Soviet Fishery Agreements with Develop-
ing Countries: Benefit or Burden?" Marine Policy, Vol. 7
(July, 1983); V.M. Kaczynski, "Foreign Fishing Fleets in the
SubSaharan West African EEZ: The Coastal state Perspective,"
Marine Policy, Vol. 13 (January, 1989).
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for developing countries. By developing their domestic fish-
eries, coastal countries can gain not only a greater control
over the fish resources but can realize higher resource
rents from their fisheries through the value added by catch-
ing and processing the fish themselves.
The Need for Regional Fisheries Management
The establishment of an exclusive economic zone and the
resultant sovereign rights over the fisheries resources
within the EEZ might be deemed as providing a coastal coun-
try with the incentive to rationally manage its fishery
resources for its own best interests. Yet, in areas where
the fish stocks are migratory in nature and the stocks are
shared by several countries, exclusive management authority
may not be sufficient. Most of the fish stocks in the West
African region are migratory in nature and thus move from
the jurisdiction of one coastal country to another. 2o Also,
the countries in the region are in various stages of techni-
cal and economic development. The most effective approach to
management of the fisheries resources of the region may be
from the regional level.
Rational management of fish stocks requires that stocks
are managed as a unit. The migratory pelagic fish stocks of
the region are still essentially an international common
property resource. Each country is free to establish its own
20 T.R. Brainerd, Lessons from Fisheries Development in West
Africa, ICMRD working Paper No.9 (Kingston, RI: International
Center for Resource Development, URI, 1986), p. 5.
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fisheries regulations within its EEZ according to its own
national objectives. Thus it is possible that any country
could choose to exploit the fisheries resources within its
EEZ at a rate that satisfies its own interests but is detri-
mental to the interests of the group of countries that share
the resource. For instance, any restraint in fishing effort
for the purpose of conservation by any individual country
could be matched by an increase in fishing effort by another
country. This would result in the transfer of benefits from
the country exercising restraint to the other countries that
increase their effort, thus defeating the purpose of exer-
cising restraint. without a cooperative plan of management,
each country will be inclined to harvest as much fish as it
can within its EEZ since each country will want to maximize
the benefits it receives from its fish resources.
The 1982 UN Convention provides that, in cases where
fish stocks are shared between the EEZs of two or more
coastal countries, the countries "shall seek, either direct-
ly or through appropriate sUbregional or regional organiza-
tions, to agree upon the measures necessary to co-ordinate
and ensure the conservation and development of such
stocks. "21 It also provides that for highly migratory spe-
cies, countries "shall co-operate directly or through appro-
priate international organizations with a view to ensuring
conservation and promoting optimal utilization of such spe-
21 1982 Convention, article 63, paragraph 1.
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cies throughout the region."n These provisions are relevant
and applicable to the CECAF region since most of the fish
stocks are migratory and thus are shared by many adjacent
countries along the coast and insular countries off the
coast of the continent.
Regional cooperation in fisheries management would be
consistent with the provisions of the 1982 convention and
would help in the objective of conservation of the resource.
An incentive for regional cooperation, besides the necessity
of managing the stocks as a unit, is that it could be more
cost effective than individual management by each country.23
Given the limited financial and human resources available to
the countries of the region, collaboration in resource
management would especially benefit them. The cost of
research and stock assessment could be shared among coun-
tries instead of the cost being borne by individual coun-
tries. This arrangement also would contribute toward the
standardization of fisheries data that is essential for
effective management of fish stocks.
The need for cooperation in fisheries in West Africa,
at least in the area of development has been recognized for
a long time. In 1967, for example, the Fishery Committee for
the Eastern Central Atlantic (CECAF) was established by a
n 1982 Convention, article 64.
23 L. Alexander, "The Dynamics of Marine Regionalization," in
L. Juda (ed.), proceedings of the Symposium on Marine Region-
alism (Kingston, RI: Marine Affairs Program, University of
Rhode Island, 1979), p. 11.
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resolution of the united Nations Food and Agriculture Orga-
nization (FAO) Council.~ Its goals were to promote devel-
opment and rational utilization of fisheries resources, to
assist in establishing regulatory measures, and to encourage
training in fisheries. Membership of the organization in-
eluded the twenty countries of the CECAF region and Cuba,
France, Greece, Italy, Japan, South Korea, Norway, Poland,
Romania, spain, and the USA. The successes of regional bod-
ies such as these have been limited, however, primarily due
to shortages of funding and a lack of enforcement authori-
ty.25
While the exploitation and realization of benefits from
national fisheries resources might be brought about by de-
velopment, these benefits can only be realized and main-
tained in the long term by regional cooperation in manage-
ment among the countries of the region. There has been at
least one sUbregional fishery commission established in the
CECAF region that has the objective of harmonizing national
fishery policies and strengthening cooperation between coun-
tries of the region. In 1985, the countries of Cape Verde,
Gambia, Guinea-Bissau, Mauritania and Senegal signed and
adopted a convention that established a sUbregional Commis-
24 FAO, Activities of International Organizations Concerned
With Fisheries, FAO Fish. Circ. No. 807 (Rome: April, 1987),
p. 16.
~ Lucas and Loftas, supra note 5 at 48.
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sion on Fisheries. 26 Among the activities planned by the
commission are the development of a cooperative system of
control and surveillance of fishing vessels, development of
a system for collecting and processing fisheries statistics
data, harmonizing national fisheries regulations, and estab-
lishing a joint research program. In spite of the commend-
able objectives of these organizations, many fish stocks are
overexploited. V Except for Sierra Leone, none of the coun-
tries in the region has an effective program for monitoring
and enforcing fishing regulations.
The establishment of sUbregional commissions is a step
in the right direction. However, in spite of the advantages
to be gained by regional management of fisheries resources,
there exist many issues that could be potential stumbling
blocks and will need to be addressed to effectively imple-
ment regional management schemes. Some of these issues will
now be identified.
Some potential problems in regional management
One of the first issues that comes to mind is the re-
cord of past international fishery agreements between devel-
oped countries for the management of fish stocks on the high
seas. Past agreements based on consensus have not produced
effective conservation measures. The situation might be dif-
26 FAO, Review of the FAO Regional Fisheries Bodies and Their
Role in TCOC and ECOC, COFI/89/3 (paper presented to the Eigh-
teenth Session of the Committee on Fisheries, Rome, April 10-
14, 1989), pp . 4 - 5 .
n Kaczynski, supra note 19 at 2.
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ferent in the CECAF region since it would involve national
zones of jurisdiction as opposed to the high seas, but the
prospects for success are not encouraging. FAO's regional
bodies may be concerned with fisheries management but they
lack the authority to issue binding regulations. 28 Authority
for enforcement of compliance with regulations that are
agreed upon, such as national quotas, is left solely to each
coastal country. This is a critical constraint under which
regional management must operate.
National policies on fisheries development and manage-
ment may differ from country to country and may preclude
agreement on a mutually acceptable regional plan. For in-
stance, a country that has invested in an industrial fishing
fleet may be under pressure to harvest more fish than the
resource can sustain to pay back debts incurred in building
its fishing vessels. Or it may require more than its "fair
share" of the shared resource to cover its debt payments.
Another country, which may be less developed in terms of
harvesting capacity and is forgoing its share of the re-
source, may decide to seek joint venture or cooperative
fishing agreements with countries outside the region. This
would add pressure to the resource. It also could represent
a transfer of resource benefits from a neighboring country
to an outside country that is in a better position to meet
the terms of access. Although the 1982 Convention provides
v Alexander, supra note 23 at 2.
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for consideration of the needs of developing countries in
the region29 , a coastal country has discretion in setting
the terms and conditions for access. 30 Each coastal country
will be inclined to make arrangements that will best suit
its own immediate needs and interests rather than the col-
lective needs and interests of the region as a whole.
Even when agreements can be reached among countries for
cooperation in regional or sUbregional management, there is
the possibility that all countries for which cooperation is
necessary, given the extent and distribution of the resourc-
es, will not be included, for political or other reasons.
For example, would the inclusion of Morocco in the Sub-
regional Commission on Fisheries mentioned above be more ap-
propriate for effective management of the stocks in that
sUbregion than the current arrangement?
Political stability in the region may influence the
effectiveness of cooperation in fisheries. As a whole, the
governments of developing countries tend to be less stable
than in the developed countries. A change in government
could lead to changes in national priorities that could
affect a country's role in fisheries cooperation. Even coun-
tries with governments that have a long history of stability
may change. One example is the overthrow of the Liberian
29 1982 Convention, article 62, paragraph 3.
~ W.T. Burke, "The Law of the Sea Convention Provisions on
Conditions of Access to Fisheries SUbject to National Juris-
diction," Oregon Law Review, Vol. 63, No.1, 1984, p. 101.
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government in 1980 that had been stable for over 130 years.
The new government was in turn overthrown in 1990 and the
legitimacy of the present interim government is being ques-
tioned. Even where government stability exists and intergov-
ernmental cooperation is being exercised, there may still be
competition among member countries for positions of leader-
ship in international fisheries bodies. 31
Another issue that needs to be addressed is the acqui-
sition of adequate fisheries resource data. Current fisher-
ies data are inadequate and efforts must be made to upgrade
and standardize the collection and analysis of data. For
shared stocks, information must be collected on the distri-
bution of stocks, the intensity of intra-stock exchanges
between national jurisdictional zones, and the migration
patterns of stocks. 32 This information will be necessary for
determining the allocations of shared stocks.
The CECAF region has fisheries resources that have the
potential of helping to alleviate the problem of undernutri-
tion and to contribute to the economic and social develop-
ment of the region. The best approach for effective manage-
ment of these resources may be from the regional or
subregional level. In spite of the advantages, the implemen-
tation of a regional plan has many obstacles to overcome, a
31 Alexander, supra note 23 at 9.
32 FAO, Introduction to Fisheries Management: Advantages,
Difficulties and Mechanisms, FAO Fisheries Technical Paper No.
224 (Rome: FAO, 1983), p. 39.
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few of which have been identified here. No attempt has been
made here to identify all the issues that will need to be
addressed in managing the fisheries resources of the region
nor has any definitive solution to the problem been pro-
posed. A few of the issues have been pointed out but there
remains to be done much further research and investigation
of the problem.
Perhaps the ideal solution to the problem of regional
fisheries management might be the establishment of a region-
al supranational management authority such as in the Europe-
an Community. This, however, is not very likely to become a
reality in an area where most countries have so recently
gained their independence from colonial rule. Submission to
a supranational fisheries authority would simply be too much
of a sacrifice of sovereignty. It is more likely that if a
solution is found, it will be one of compromise. It may not
be perfect, but through persistence and cooperation between
the countries of the region and other countries and interna-
tional organizations, there is hope that regional and
sUbregional fisheries management regimes will be implemented
that will ensure that the fisheries resources of the region
will make an important contribution to the development of
the region.
Small-Scale Versus Industrial Fisheries
Although the development of industrial fisheries may
have a role in increasing fish production in many developing
countries, small-scale fisheries may have advantages over
23
industrial fisheries in many areas. Compared to industrial
fisheries, small-scale fisheries require less investment and
dependence on resources that require foreign exchange; re-
quire less consumption of scarce, high-cost fuel; cause less
harm to the environment; and produce high quality fish at
the local level that can be distributed for consumption
through shorter distribution chains in areas along the
coast, which generally tend to be the more densely populated
areas in West Africa. 33 Small-scale fisheries are labor in-
tensive and employ not only fishermen but additional men,
women and children involved in the processing and distribu-
tion of the catch.
Large-scale, high technology fisheries tend to employ
fewer people than small-scale fisheries. For example, trawl-
ers typically employ a crew of five to catch the same amount
of fish that would be caught by 50 fishermen in a small-
scale fishery~ Table 3 shows the number of full-time jobs
per hundred metric tons of fish harvested for the CECAF
countries for which data is available. If the data for these
countries are representative of the sUbregions and the CECAF
region as a whole, artisanal fisheries clearly provide more
employment opportunities than industrial fisheries. Except
in Togo, the number of full-time jobs per ton of catch is
higher for artisanal fisheries than for industrial fisher-
33 Pollnac, supra note 9 at 29-30.
~ C. Bailey and S. Jentoft, "Hard Choices in Fisheries Devel-
opment," Marine Policy, Vol. 14 (July, 1990), p. 338.
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Table 3: Number of full-time jobs per 100 mt. of catch for
artisanal and industrial fisheries in CECAF countries.
FULL-TIME FULL-TIME ART ISANAL
COUNTRY/ ARTISANAL INDUSTRIAL JOBS/
REGION JOBS/l00mt JOBS/l00mt INDUSTRIAL
CATCH CATCH JOBS
INORTH CECAF I 25.1 I 6.0 I 4.2 I
Cape Verde 41.8 13.7 3.0
Gambia 19.0 6.8 2.8
Guinea 20.1 16.2 1.2
Guinea Bissau 156.3 26.5 5.9
Liberia 34.8 7.5 4.6
Mauritania 11. 5 1.2 9.2
Morocco 65.5 7.3 8.9
Senegal 18.5 3.0 6.1
SOUTH CECAF 36.7 2.2 16.7
Benin 44.9 12.1 3.7
Cameroon 45.7 1.6 29.4
Congo 16.5 1.8 9.2
Cote d'Ivoire 51.8 2.1 25.2
Equatorial Guinea 52.4 NjA ----
Gabon 50.6 3.7 13.5
Togo 17.5 20.7 0.8
zaire 5.0 2.0 2.5
CECAF AREA 29.0 5.5 5.3
Source: Derived from catch and employment data of Bonzon and
Horemans, 1988.
ies. In the north CECAF area there are over four times as
many full-time jobs per ton of catch for artisanal fisheries
than for industrial over sixteen times as many jobs in the
south CECAF area. It is worth noting that these figures do
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not include the numbers of part-time fishermen.
There is a growing awareness that the development of
large-scale industrial fisheries has not necessarily result-
ed in net benefits to developing countries and that some-
times it has been detrimental to the welfare of artisanal
fishermen by increasing gear conflicts and competition for
scarce resources between the two different operations. 35 In
addition, industrial fisheries usually need to be based in
urban areas that have the facilities to support the opera-
tions of larger vessels and larger scale landings. This may
exacerbate the problem of urbanization, where people are
drawn to employment in urban areas and away from rural areas
where they also might engage in other food production activ-
ities such as agriculture and livestock or poultry produc-
tion. Increased population in urban areas contributes to
increased unemployment in these areas and adds increased
pressure on the already strained urban resources and servic-
es.
This emphasis on the importance of small-scale fisher-
ies is not intended to suggest that industrial fisheries
have no role to play in fisheries development. There are
situations where fish resources are located beyond the reach
of small-scale fishing operations or times when weather
conditions may inhibit the use of smaller vessels and indus-
trial fishing operations would be more appropriate. Indus-
35 FAO, supra note 26 at 3.
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trial fisheries also may be more appropriate for supplying
large urban areas or large processing plants. Nevertheless,
it should be kept in mind that introducing highly productive
technology without improving the infrastructure for managing
and allocating a limited resource, could cause resource
depletion and economic displacement of small-scale fisher-
men. 36 There is a need to assess each situation and deter-
mine the scale of operations or combination that will best
benefit a particular developing country. If the objective is
not merely to increase fish production but to ensure employ-
ment and improve the welfare of fishing communities,
small-scale fisheries development may be more appropriate.
Summary
This section has reviewed the exclusive economic zone
regime and some alternatives for fisheries development and
management. within this regime, coastal countries must
decide how best to take advantage of their fisheries
resources. Decisions must be made regarding choices of do-
mestic versus foreign fishing and small-scale versus indus-
trial fishing. Because of the nature of the fish stocks of
the region, the most effective management would be accom-
plished by cooperation among the countries of the region,
possibly through an existing or new regional organization.
In spite of the opportunities presented by the EEZ
H C. Bailey, D. Cycon and M. Morris, "Fisheries Development in
the Third World: The Role of International Agencies," World
Development, Vol. 14, No. 10/11, 1986, pp. 1270-71.
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regime, the countries of West Africa have yet to fully take
advantage of these opportunities. The next section will
present an overview of fisheries in the CECAF region and
discuss the potential for developing domestic fisheries and
increasing intra-regional trade in fish.
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IV. STATUS OF CECAF FISHERIES
overview
The CECAF region has two major areas of fish concentra-
tions. The northern sector, which includes a prevalent
up-welling area off the coasts of Morocco, Mauritania and
Senegal, is characterized by a generally wider continental
shelf, more abundant fish resources and less populated coun-
tries than the southern sector. 37 The southern sector in-
cludes a less significant upwelling area in the Gulf of
Guinea off the coasts of the countries from Cote d'Ivoire to
Benin. The fish species of commercial importance in both
sectors include sardine, sardinella, mackerel and horse
mackerel, which account for most of the catch by weight; sea
breams; hake; and croakers. Catches of octopus; cuttlefish;
squid; shrimp; and skipjack, yellowfin and bigeye tuna are
also important fisheries in terms of value since these spe-
cies have high value in the world market.
Fishing operations in the CECAF region range from
small-scale artisanal fisheries to industrial offshore fish-
eries and a large variety of fishing gear types ar used.
There are three major categories of fishing operation in the
region: West African artisanal, West African industrial, and
non-West African industrial operations. 38
Artisanal fisheries are generally conducted from small,
37 Brainerd, supra note 2a at 5-6.
38 Id at 6-8.
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dugout or planked boats powered by oars, sails or outboard
engines. The level of development in artisanal fisheries
varies among the countries of the region. This fishery tar-
gets primarily on pelagic species such as sardinella and
bonga and secondarily on demersal species such croakers,
groupers, and sea breams. The fishing gear used by artisanal
fishermen includes handlines, longlines, gillnets, beach
seines, purse seines and traps.
The West African industrial fleet includes inshore
trawlers, purse seiners and long distance freezer trawlers,
all which target largely on sardines and sardinella. The
domestic long distance vessels of the region are from Moroc-
co, Senegal, Cote d'Ivoire, Ghana and Nigeria.
Non-West African industrial fishing is conducted by
vessels mainly from the USSR, France, Spain, Japan, South
Korea and Italy. This group includes purse seiners, trawl-
ers, pole and line vessels, longliners, factory trawlers and
motherships. The species targeted by this group include
cephalopods (squid, octopus and cuttlefish), sardines,
sardinella, mackerel, horse mackerel, tuna, hake and sea
bream.
Marine Potential and Actual Catches
FAO statistics indicate that there exists a total ma-
rine fish catch potential of about 3.7 million metric tons
in the CECAF region, of which only about 1.7 million metric
tons was caught by the domestic fleets of West African coun-
tries in 1986 while about 1.4 million metric tons was har-
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vested by foreign fleets. 39 In other words, a little over
half the total catch and less than half the potential catch
was harvested by domestic fleets. In theory, approximately
two million additional metric tons over 1986 levels could be
harvested by domestic fleets in the region if domestic fish-
eries were developed to the point where they could harvest
the entire potential catch and replace foreign fishing oper-
ations. This would allow the region to be self-sufficient in
fish production and supply.
Table 4 lists the marine potential, domestic catches
and imports for 1988, and the potential additional domestic
catch. The table shows that the amount of potential addi-
tional domestic catch in the CECAF area is much greater than
the amount of fish that was imported into the region in
1988. It is evident, however, that most south CECAF coun-
tries will continue to rely on imports of fish. The north
CECAF countries are in the best position to increase their
supplies of animal protein by expanding their domestic fish-
ing operations and could play a greater role in supplying
the market for fish in the region.
This, of course, would depend on the species composi-
tion of the additional catch and the needs and preferences
of particular countries. Species such as tuna, shrimp and
cephalopods probably would remain beyond the purchasing
B Bonzon and Horemans, socio-Economic Data Base on African
Fisheries, FAO Fisheries Circular No. 810 (Rome: UNFAO, 1988),
pp. 20 and 98.
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Table 4: Marine potential, domestic catch and imports for
CECAF countries, 1988.
MARINE 1988 POTENTIAL 1988
REGIONI POTENTIAL MARINE ADDITION- IMPORTS
COUNTRY (mt) A DOMESTIC AL MARINE (mt) B
CATCH DOMESTIC
(mt)B CATCH (mt)
INORTH CECAF II 2,900,000 I 984,529 I 1,915,471 I 55,908 I
Cape Verde 25,000 5,372 19,628 85
Gambia 75,000 11,676 63,324 6,784
Guinea 270,000 31,000 239,000 8,566
Guinea Bissau 280,000 3,500 276,500 165
Liberia 60,000 12,074 47,926 13,572
Mauritania 550,000 91,500 458,500 0
Morocco 1,200,000 550,096 649,904 1,990
Senegal 310,000 240,000 70,000 19,900
Sierra Leone 130,000 37,323 92,677 2,858
I SOUTH CECAF I 800,500 I 657,838 I 142,662 I 719,853 I
Benin 9,500 9,693 -193 5,283
Cameroon 62,000 62,529 -529 67,434
Congo 32,000 22,363 9,637 34,521
Cote d'Ivoire 40,000 60,764 -20,764 210,574
Eq. Guinea 19,000 3,600 15,400 2,320
Gabon 130,000 19,000 111,000 7,526
Ghana 300,000 302,935 -2,935 19,897
Nigeria 170,000 157,699 12,301 256,470
Sao Tome 17,000 2,500 14,500 186
& principe
Togo 15,000 14,755 245 26,448
Zaire 6,000 2,000 4,000 89,194
ICECAF TOTALS I 3,700,500 1,642,367 2,058,133 775,761
Sources: ABonzon and Horemans, Socio-Economic Data Base on
African Fisheries, 1988; BFAO, Yearbook of Fisheries Statis-
tics, 1988.
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power of most of the population of West Africa due to the
high prices for these species on the world market. These
high value species would continue to be the best candidates
for export out of the region for earning foreign exchange.
Other lower value species such as mackerel and small pelagic
species could be traded within the region for supplying the
needs for fish within the region.
Imports and Exports of Fish
Table 5 lists the imports and exports of fish for CECAF
countries for 1988. The CECAF region as a whole is a net
exporter of fish in terms of value although the quantity, in
metric tons of fish imported, exceeds the amount of fish
exported. This is due to the relatively higher value and
amount of exported fish in the north CECAF region. Most
north CECAF countries and the northern region as a whole are
net exporters of fish, both in terms of quantity and value,
while most south CECAF countries and the southern region as
a whole are net importers of fish.
The total tonnage of imports in 1988 and the potential
additional catch for each CECAF country are listed in Table
4 (previous page). Comparing these figures for each country
shows that the amount of potential additional catch for
thirteen CECAF countries, including all north CECAF coun-
tries, was greater than the amount of fish that was imported
into these countries in 1988. In these thirteen countries,
it is at least theoretically possible that the need to im-
port fish could be eliminated or reduced by developing the
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Table 5: Imports and exports of fish in the CECAF region.
IMPORTS 1988 EXPORTS 1988
COUNTRY QUANTITY VALUE QUANTITY VALUE(mt) (U8$ (mt) (U8$
1000) 1000)
NORTH CECAF I 53,920 I 39,050 I 348,534 I 869,929 I
Cape Verde 85 115 1,124 1,600
Gambia 6,784 2,170 5,489 1,050
Guinea 8,566 5,660 n.a. n.a.
Guinea Bissau 165 320 610 1,500
Liberia 13,572 8,280 500 1,300
Mauritania n.a. n.a. 80,047 194,979
Morocco 1,990 2,335 183,619 415,703
Senegal 19,900 19,140 75,635 245,580
Sierra Leone 2,858 1,030 1,510 8,220
I SOUTH CECAF II 719,853 I 436,875 I 101,225 I 194,646 I
Benin 5,283 4,320 176 1,250
Cameroon 67,434 49,266 3,264 7,107
Congo 34,521 26,800 1,600 2,670
Cote d'Ivoire 210,574 149,185 65,243 126,906
Equatorial 2,320 3,120 n.a. n.a.
Guinea
Gabon 7,526 9,490 1,768 12,570
Ghana 19,897 15,380 26,020 29,830
Nigeria 256,470 109,050 2,860 13,100
Sao Tome & 186 680 n.a. n.a.
Principe
Togo 26,448 16,937 294 1,213
Zaire 89,194 52,647 n.a. n.a.
ICECAF TOTALS II 773,773 I475,925 I 449,759 I 1,064,566 I
Source: FAO, Yearbook of Fisheries Statistics, 1988.
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domestic fisheries in these countries. In most other coun-
tries the amount of fish imported could be reduced by as
much as the potential additional catch by increasing the
harvesting capacity of the domestic fishing fleet.
Importing fish requires foreign exchange that is usual-
ly scarce in developing countries. Any use of foreign ex-
change for the import of goods or services imposes an oppor-
tunity cost on a country, since other goods or services that
require foreign exchange must be foregone. using foreign
exchange for the purchase of fish from outside the country
may not be the most efficient use when potentially exploit-
able fisheries resources exist within the EEZ of the coun-
try. By developing its fishing industry and reducing the
need for imported fish, a developing country could use its
foreign exchange for purchasing other essential imports that
are necessary for economic development that are not avail-
able or are not manufactured in the country. Foreign inputs
for fisheries development may include the purchase of items
such as engines, spare parts and netting materials.
Some CECAF countries will inevitably need to import
fish but, by fully utilizing their fisheries resources, they
can minimize the need to import fish. This is especially
important since the average price of imported fish and fish-
eries products in most CECAF countries has tended to in-
crease, the extreme case being Cameroon, which saw an
eighty-four percent increase in average imported fish prices
35
in the period from 1985 to 1988.~
Fish exports, in contrast to fish imports, can be an
important source of foreign exchange, especially for the
higher value species such as tunas. It is likely that fish
exports in Mauritania may become the primary earner of for-
eign exchange, surpassing iron ore, and fish exports are
particularly important to the economies of Senegal, Gambia,
Cape Verde and Guinea Bissau as a source of foreign ex-
change. 41 In addition, there is the potential to earn a sig-
nificant amount of foreign exchange from fish exports in
Guinea, Sierra Leone and Ghana. The average prices received
for exported fish and fisheries products has been favorable
for CECAF countries. The average price for exported fish
increased by 400 percent in Cameroon from 1985 to 1988 and
there were substantial increases in most other CECAF coun-
tries. 42
The Potential for Increased Intra-Regional Trade in Fish
Demand for fish
The demand for fish in the CECAF region can be appreci-
ated by examining import statistics. In 1988 a total of
773,773 metric tons of fish was imported into the region,
40 FAO, Yearbook of Fisheries Statistics, 1988.
41 E.O. Tettey, Intra-Regional
Products, RAF/86/040 (Abidjan,
1987), p. 1.
Trade
Cote
in Fish and Fishery
d'Ivoire: INFOPECHE,
42 FAO, 1989, Yearbook of Fisheries Statistics, 1988.
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the bulk of which went to south CECAF countries. 43 with the
region's high population growth rate, the demand for fish
will undoubtedly increase. Table 6 shows the projected de-
mand for fish in 1995 based on population growth rates and
1986 per capita fish supply. The total 1995 demand for fish,
about 2.8 million tons, is still well within the marine
potential of 3.7 million tons for the region. These project-
ed demand figures are, however, minimum values since they
are based on the assumption that per capita fish supplies
remain constant. If the objective of increased per capita
fish supplies is met, the demand will, of course, be higher.
with the recurrence of drought in the region and the
resulting increases in prices of alternative sources of
animal protein, the demand for fish could increase as these
other sources become more scarce. M Other factors also may
affect the availability and relative prices of alternatives.
For example, in Ghana there is a strong seller's market for
fish due to import restrictions on alternative sources of
protein. 45 with increasing population and decreasing supply
of other sources of protein in the region, there is little
doubt that fish will continue to be an important part of the
diet in the region and that demand will remain high.
43 Id.
M Tettey, supra note 41.
45 R. Lawson and M.A. Robinson, "Artisanal Fisheries in West
Africa: Problems of Management Implementation, II Marine Policy.
Vol. 7 (October, 1983), p. 280.
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Table 6: population, growth rates and projected demand for
fish in the CECAF region.
POPULA- POPULA- PER PROJECTED
COUNTRY TION TION 86 CAPITA DEMAND
GROWTH ('OOO)A FISH FOR FISH
RATE SUPPLY 95 (mt)
80-85 86
(%)A (kg/yr)A
Benin 3.0 4,178 7.5 40,911
Cameroon 2.8 10,154 19.0 247,360
Cape Verde 2.0 334 23.9 9,540
Congo 2.6 1,788 44.1 99,342
Cote d'Ivoire 3.6 10,155 18.1 252,695
Equatorial 2.2 401 14.8 7,219
Guinea
Gabon 1.7 1,174 24.3 33,202
Gambia 2.0 657 19.8 15,547
Ghana 3.3 14,052 23.0 432,881
Guinea 2.4 6,227 6.1 47,023
Guinea Bissau 1.8 908 2.9 3,092
Liberia 3.2 2,263 16.0 48,075
Mauritania 3.0 1,947 14.3 36,327
Morocco 2.5 22,452 7.0 196,276
Nigeria 3.4 98,578 5.1 679,259
Sao Tome & 2.8 100 36.6 4,693
Principe
Senegal 2.6 6,621 28.1 234,399
Sierra Leone 1.8 3,672 16.4 70,710
Togo 3.0 3,052 11. 3 44,999
Zaire 3.0 30,862 6.5 261,741
I TOTAL I 2,765,291 I
Source: ABonzon and Horemans, socio-Economic Data Base on
African Fisheries, 1988.
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Market potential in the region
Figure 1 shows that in the south CECAF region, the
domestic catch of at least four countries, including Benin,
Cameroon, Cote d'Ivoire and Ghana, had already exceeded
their estimated marine potential by 1988. Another four coun-
tries, Congo, Nigeria, Togo, and Zaire have insufficient
additional potential for marine fish production to meet
their demand for fish. The countries that have the best
market potential for fish are in the south CECAF region.
These are countries that do not have the fish resources to
satisfy the country's total demand for fish. It appears that
all the north CECAF countries could satisfy their domestic
needs, at least in terms of quantity, at current and in-
creased levels of consumption by further domestic exploita-
tion of their marine fisheries resources (see Table 4, page
32) •
Only about 15% of the fish imported into countries of
the region is accounted for by intra-regional trade. 46 Most
imported fish comes from countries outside the region. The
countries of the region that have the potential to increase
their domestic catches could benefit by playing a greater
role in fish trade within the region. The fish importing
countries could benefit by reduced transportation costs for
fish that comes from within the region.
By far, the largest import markets for fish in the
~ Tettey, supra note 41 at 20.
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region are Nigeria and Cote d'Ivoire, which imported 256,470
and 210,574 metric tons of fish, respectively, in 1988.~
Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the patterns of fish imports to
Nigeria and Cote d'Ivoire, respectively, in 1985. Ivoirian
imports from Mauritania and senegal were significant but
most of the fish imported to Cote d'Ivoire carne from outside
the region. Mauritania played a very small role in Nigerian
imports but, to an even greater extent than in Cote
d'Ivoire, most fish was imported from countries outside the
region. Fish trade between Mauritania and Nigeria has been
declining but at least some fish from the USSR reaching
Nigeria includes fish caught in Mauritanian waters by the
USSR in joint venture operations." It could be more to
Mauritania's advantage develop an increased capacity to
harvest, process, and export fish itself.
Tettey relates that there is an "insatiable appetite"
for fatty fish such as mackerel and horse mackerel in Nige-
ria. 49 This is a type of fish for which it may be worth in-
vestigation of production potential by countries of the
region that have additional catch potential. Mauritania is
an example of such a country. According to FAD statistics
for 1988, mackerel and horse mackerel represented six to ten
percent of the total domestic catches in the adjacent EEZs
47 FAD, Yearbook of Fisheries statistics, 1988.
48 Tettey, supra note 41 at 31.
49 Id at 24.
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Origin of Nigerian fish import.s" 1985
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Figure 3
Origin of Ivoirian imports~ 1985.
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of Morocco and Senegal while it was almost absent from
Mauritania's domestic catch. Investigation could reveal that
it is possible for domestic fleets to target on this species
and increase the benefits to the country.
Another species worth investigation might be tuna. In
the CECAF region there are at least six tuna canneries,
three in Senegal, two in Cote d'Ivoire and one in Ghana. 50
The canneries in Senegal and Cote d'Ivoire have been experi-
encing shortages of tuna and have had to depend on tuna
supplies from outside the region. In addition, three-quar-
ters of Ghana's tuna for its cannery has been reported to
originate from Puerto Rico. Given the shortages experienced
by the tuna canneries, it seems that there would be an op-
portunity for some countries in the region to freeze tuna in
existing facilities and export it to the canneries of the
region. The region's tuna canneries could be a ready market
for at least some additional tuna from the region. Transpor-
tation costs would certainly be less between countries with-
in the region and Ghana than between Puerto Rico and Ghana.
Again, Mauritania is an example of a country that could
potentially benefit from this fishery. While Mauritania's
domestic catch and export of tuna was negligible in 1986,
the domestic catch in the adjacent countries, Senegal and
Morocco, was 6,816 and 3,860 metric tons, respectively.51
~ Id at 34-41.
51 FAO, Yearbook of Fisheries Statistics, 1988.
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since tuna fishing is often a capital intensive operation it
probably would be best established through joint venture
operations, perhaps with the cooperation of the large compa-
nies that operate the canneries in the region.
In spite of the potential for intra-regional trade,
much of the trade in fish flows out of the region. The only
country in the region that supplies fish to the markets in
the region to any great extent is Senegal. Almost half its
exports were traded in the region in 1985. This is illus-
trated in Figure 4. Senegal's extent of participation in
regional markets may be due to the greater independence of
its fishing industry from foreign influence than in other
countries of the region. 52
In contrast to Senegal, most of Mauritania's fish ex-
ports are exported out of the region. The general pattern of
its exports in 1985 is graphically depicted in Figure 5,
which includes transshipments of fish caught in Mauritanian
waters by foreign flagged ships and landed for processing
and export. The lion's share of Mauritania's fish goes to
the USSR (almost 45% in 1985). It has been reported that at
least some of this fish is then imported by countries in the
south CECAF region."
Barriers to Trade
Several regional organizations have been established to
52 Tettey, supra note 41 at 34.
53 Id at 31.
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Figure 4
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promote intra-regional trade in fish and fish products but
their success has been limited. The Economic community of
West African states (ECOWAS) was established in 1975 with
the goal of eliminating obstacles to trade within the re-
gion.~ However, ECOWAS has achieved little, since several
members have enacted laws that are contrary to the provi-
sions of the common duty and tax schedule that was estab-
lished in 1979. 55 Two other organizations, the West African
Economic Community (CEAO) and the Central African Customs
and Economic Union (UDEAC), have also had limited success.
The most important CEAO importer, Cote d'Ivoire, abolished
its special tax concessions to member countries in 1984 due
to abuses of the system by non-members, greatly reducing the
impact of trade agreements. All members of UDEAC (whose
membership is mutually exclusive of CEAO) are net fish im-
porters that primarily import fish from non-members, thereby
minimizing the effectiveness of the organization.
In spite of the efforts of these regional organiza-
tions, a major barrier to trade that still remains is the
imposition of import pOlicies that inhibit the flow of fish
between the countries within the region. Following is a
brief summary of the import policies that were in effect as
of 1981 for four CECAF countries that will remain dependent
on fish imports for current or increased levels of fish
~ Bonzon and Horemans, supra note 39 at 8.
55 Tettey, supra note 41 at 45-46.
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consumption:
Cameroon: imposes tariffs and numerous surcharges to
reduce its heavy dependency on imported fish and
therefore improve its foreign exchange account; UDEAC
members accorded duty-free treatment.
Congo: regulates import of fish through import licens-
es; licenses issued depending on available foreign
exchange; UDEAC members accorded duty-free treatment.
Cote d'Ivoire: due to heavy demand for fish and healthy
economy, offers one of best and least restricted mar-
kets.
Nigeria: uses tariffs, quotas, and licensing to reduce
imports of fish in order to protect its new fishing
industry. 56
Probably the most significant change in these policies since
1981 is that of Cote d'Ivoire, which, as mentioned above,
abolished the tax concessions that it had extended to CEAO
members. Concerns of importing countries seem to center on
conserving foreign exchange and protecting its fishing in-
dustry. However, in countries such as Nigeria, which are ap-
proaching full exploitation of their fish resources, it may
be more prudent to turn their attention to conserving fish
resources, which in the long term will help minimize the
reliance on imported fish. For instance, in Benin the import
of large quantities of fish in the early 1980s led to a
decline in fishing that resulted in conserving domestic fish
stocks. 57 This strategy would only be effective in countries
56 Infof ish, Register of
Fishery Products (Rome:
1981) .
Import Regulations for Fish and
FAO/Norway Cooperative programme,
57 R. Lawson, Economics of Fisheries Development (New York:
Praeger PUblishers, 1984), p. 77.
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where domestic production is lower than the level of im-
ports.
Intra-regional trade could be enhanced if there is more
cooperation in trade policies between the countries of the
entire region. According to one analysis, the elimination of
import tariffs in West Africa would result in increased
demand for fish in the region, increased per capita supplies
of fish, and a net welfare gain. 58 This might be done
through a regional organization such as ECOWAS, although its
progress to date has not been encouraging. It has been sug-
gested that the use of a clearinghouse system for fish trade
within the region would be useful. 59 With this system, pay-
ments would be made in local currencies, with accounts being
settled at the end of the year and balances paid in hard
currency.
Summary
It appears that the level of marine fisheries exploita-
tion in the region is close to or at least approaching the
estimated potential. The prospects for fisheries development
therefore lie not so much on the increase of total catches
but rather on replacing foreign fishing with domestic fish-
ing and improving management. There is a need for improving
the processing, marketing and distribution of fish in order
58 T. R. Brainerd, An Economic Analysis of Seafood Trade in
West Africa (Ph.D. dissertation, University of Rhode Island,
Kingston, RI, 1990).
59 Tettey, supra note 41 at 54.
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to increase the availability of fish to consumers. It is
estimated that between 20 and 40% of the fish harvested in
small-scale fisheries is lost between capture and consump-
tion.~ This is due to improper handling, poor preservation
and storage techniques, and distribution and marketing prob-
lems. Improvements in this area could lead to a substantial
increase in the availability of fish to consumers if these
problems can be overcome. Further study needs to be done and
there must be communication, exchange of information and
cooperation among the countries both within the region and
outside the region. If this can be done, it will enable the
countries of the CECAF region to get the most out of their
fisheries resources.
The countries of the CECAF region will need outside
assistance in developing their fisheries. The role of inter-
national agencies and some of the problems and issues of
fisheries development will be examined in the following
section.
00 M.T. Morrisey, "Postharvest Fishery Losses: A Definition of
Terms," in M.T. Morrisey (ed.) Postharvest Fishery Losses,
Proceedings of an international workshop held at the Universi-
ty of Rhode Island, April 12-16, 1987 (Kingston, RI: Inter-
national Center for Marine Resource Development, URI), p. 13.
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V. ISSUES AND PROBLEMS IN FISHERIES DEVELOPMENT
The Role of Development Agencies
Many development agencies have been involved in fisher-
ies development throughout the world for many years. By 1986
there were almost twenty agencies concerned with fisheries
development assistance in the West Africa region. 61 Probably
the most prominent agency in the field of fisheries develop-
ment is the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization
(FAO). It acts as the executing agency for fisheries devel-
opment projects undertaken by the united Nations Development
Program (UNDP). The FAO's concern with fisheries development
is not new. It has established nine regional fisheries bod-
ies that have responsibilities for fisheries development,
the first of which were established over forty years ago.~
CECAF is one of those regional bodies. It was established in
1967 by a resolution of the FAO Council and its membership
includes twenty coastal and island states in the West Afri-
can region and eleven developed countries. 63 One of its main
functions is to promote fisheries development programs.
There are also many bilateral fisheries development
projects undertaken outside the framework of FAO such as
those by the United states Agency for International Develop-
61 M.A. Robinson and R. Lawson, "Some Reflection on Aid to
Fisheries in West Africa," Marine Policy, Vol 10 (April 1986) ,
p. 101.
62 FAO, supra note 26 at 2.
63 FAO, supra note 24 at 16.
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ment (USAID) and the Canadian International Development
Agency (CIDA). Because of the differences in the nature of
bilateral and multilateral assistance, there may be advan-
tages of FAO/UNDP involvement over that of bilateral in-
volvement. First, the membership of FAO is composed of many
countries, including developing countries. Thus, in planning
for fisheries development projects, the interests of a wider
range of countries is represented. In bilateral assistance,
there can be a tendency for donor countries to make deci-
sions and attach conditions to aid that are influenced more
by their own interests than by altruistic concern for the
developing country.
Creating new markets for their own products or gaining
access to the resources of developing countries often seem a
prerequisite for bilateral aid. As examples, Japan funds
tuna development and joint ventures in Indonesia in the
interest of insuring exports to Japan, and the United states
spends half its foreign assistance budget in Egypt and Isra-
el. M Although these are not directly related to fisheries
development in West Africa, there are relevant lessons to be
learned from these experiences.
In the case of Japan, its own interests are clearly
served and Indonesia is undoubtedly receiving some benefits
M L.B. Trott, "A Development Agency's Perspective on Impact
Evaluation of Fisheries Development Projects, II in R.B. Pollnac
(ed.), Monitoring and Evaluating the Impacts of Small-Scale
Fishery Projects, (Kingston, RI: International Center for
Marine Resource Development, URI, 1989), p. 6.
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from the arrangement. But the question that comes to mind is
whether tuna development and joint ventures are truly prior-
ity areas and whether development in another area of fisher-
ies might yield more benefits to Indonesia.
In the case of the united states, the exercise of its
discretion in deciding where aid will be given has lead to
money being spent and assistance being rendered, for politi-
cal reasons, in areas that are somewhat more developed.
Thus, those areas that are worse off, and are in much great-
er need of assistance, can be neglected when it comes to
deciding what countries will receive foreign aid from the
United states. In evaluating the impact of assistance pro-
jects, the us considers not only the affect of a project on
the country or community that the project is supposed to
help, but also on the affect of the project in the United
states. For example, the American Soybean Association lob-
bied to have the Farm Bill rewritten in hopes of eliminating
all agricultural assistance to developing countries, which
resulted in a 14% decrease in USAID's agriculture budget. 65
Politics can influence the decisions of FAO but since the
membership is wider and there is less self-interest in-
volved, it is more likely that those with the greatest needs
will receive assistance from the organization.
This is not to say that FAO, acting as an executing
agency, is immune from bias. Executing agencies are prone to
~ Id at 11.
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assuming that their area of concern merits high priority
anywhere.~ A multilateral agency such as FAO may be less
likely to "sell" its programs for economic gains than a
bilateral donor that clearly stands to receive some return
benefits from its programs of assistance. However, FAO may
"sell" its programs for political reasons. There is an in-
clination for multilateral agencies to implement projects to
add to their portfolio of "accomplishments" in order to
rationalize the use of development funds contributed by
member countries.
FAO's strategy for fisheries development
In 1984, the FAO World Conference on Fisheries Manage-
ment and Development was held, which resulted in the formu-
lation of the strategy for Fisheries Management and Develop-
ment, a set of non-mandatory principles and guidelines for
governments and international organizations. 67 The strategy
includes consideration of the following issues:
I. The contribution of fisheries to national economic,
social and nutritional goals;
II. Improved national self-reliance in fisheries man-
agement and development;
III. Principles and practices for rational management
and optimum use of fish resources;
IV. The special role and needs of small-scale fisheries
and rural fishing and fish-farming communities;
~ c.s. Baldwin, "Technical Cooperation: Process, Problems, and
Prospects," World Affairs, Vol. 150, No.4 (Spring 1988), p.
241.
67 FAO, strategy for Fisheries Management and Development
(Rome: UNFAO, 1986), 26 pp.
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V. International trade in fish and fisheries products;
VI. Investment in fisheries management and development;
VII. Economic and technical cooperation in fisheries
management and development; and
VIII. International cooperation in fisheries management
and development.
These issues are relevant for the development of fisheries
in West Africa. While the guidelines do not provide a spe-
cific formula for designing fisheries development plans,
they do provide a foundation that governments and organiza-
tions involved in fisheries development can build upon. Each
development situation is unique and plans are thus more
likely to be most effective if they are tailored to the
individual situation.
FAO's programmes of action
At the 1984 World Fisheries Conference FAO also en-
dorsed five associated Programmes of Action to be implement-
ed by FAO and other technical assistance and financial agen-
cies. 68 In support of these Programmes, the FAO Field Pro-
gramme executes fishery field projects that are funded by
UNDP and other donor agencies. 9 In 1988, about 260 inter-
disciplinary field projects were executed with 60% of the
funding provided by UNDP and the rest provided by other
68 FAO, The 1984 World Fisheries Conference's Programmes of
Action: Progress and Future Priorities, COFI/89/4 (paper pre-
sented to the Eighteenth Session of the Committee on Fisher-
ies, Rome, April 10-14, 1989), p. 14.
69 FAO, The Work of FAO in Fisheries During 1990-91, COFI/89/6
(paper presented to the Eighteenth session of the Committee on
Fisheries, Rome, April 10-14, 1989), p. 14.
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donor agencies. The major donors, other than UNDP, are Den-
mark and Italy, followed by Norway, Sweden and Japan. 70
Three of the five Programmes are particularly relevant for
small-scale fisheries development and are discussed below.
programme of Action I: The planning, Management and Develop-
ment of Fisheries
This Programme has among its concerns the improvement
of socio-economic conditions of small-scale fishermen and
the impacts of allocation and management schemes on this
group.71 Activities in the West Africa region have included
short-term multi-disciplinary missions to Guinea-Bissau,
Mauritania, Morocco and Zaire to provide advice on, among
other things, fisheries development. TI
programme of Action II: The Development of Small-Scale Fish-
eries
This Programme is concerned with the integrated devel-
opment of small-scale fishery communities. 73 Development
projects are supposed to focus attention on vertical inte-
gration, from the catching of fish to marketing, and consid-
er social and non-fishery aspects of community development
in designing development plans. FAO has established the
Regional Programme for the Integrated Development of
70 FAO, supra note 68.
71 Id at 4.
TI FAO, Activities Implemented in Support of the 1984 FAO World
Fisheries Conference Programmes of Action, COFI/89/Inf.12
(paper presented to the Eighteenth Session of the Committee on
Fisheries, April 10-14, 1989), p. 4.
73 FAO, supra note 68 at 5.
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Small-scale Fisheries (lOAF), the pilot project being based
in Benin.~ This project is supported by two donors, Denmark
and Norway.
Programme V: Promotion of the Role of Fisheries in Alleviat-
ing Undernutrition
The focus of this Programme is to encourage the incor-
poration of nutritional considerations in national fisheries
policies, to promote the role of fish in national food secu-
rity, and to increase the impact of fisheries development
projects on nutrition. 75 Unfortunately, this Programme has
received little support in terms of donor funding and has
not made much progress. However, plans are under way for the
funding and implementation of a project by FAa/Netherlands
with the objective of improving food security in West Afri-
can fishing communities. 76 This project also would address
the goals of Programme I since food security would contrib-
ute to the improvement of socio-economic conditions.
In spite of the twenty-three years since the establish-
ment of CECAF and the efforts of FAa and other development
organizations to promote fisheries development, there are
still no overwhelming success stories in fisheries develop-
ment in West Africa and development continues to be a major
goal. FAa's experience in fisheries projects has made at
least one thing clear: the problems of fisheries development
74 FAa, supra note 72 at 6.
75 FAa, supra note 68 at 8.
76 FAa, supra note 72 at 10.
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are extremely difficult to resolve. 77 Some of these will now
be examined.
Some Problems of Fisheries Development projects
In spite of the advantages of small-scale fisheries
outlined above, a major problem of fisheries development
projects has been the emphasis on capital-intensive, export-
oriented fisheries. 78 The intentions of governments and in-
ternational aid organizations have been to maximize economic
efficiency but the results often have been to benefit the
already-well-off minority (those who have the financial
capability to engage in industrial fishing operations) while
neglecting the welfare of the majority (poor small-scale
fishermen). In spite of, and often because of, the substan-
tial expenditures of development agencies and governments of
developing countries on fisheries projects, small-scale
fishermen are still among the poorest of the poor in devel-
oping countries. The emphasis on export-oriented development
may result in the benefits of the EEZ regime being passed to
developed countries without resulting in economic develop-
ment in developing coastal countries.~
Many problems faced by development projects begin at
77 FAO, supra note 26 at 9.
78 Bailey, et al., supra note 36 at 1269-70.
~ D. Cycon, "Managing Fisheries in Developing Nations: A Plea
for Appropriate Development," Natural Resources Journal, Vol.
26, No.1, 1986, p. 11.
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the formulation stage. 80 While objectives may be formulated
that may seem desirable, such as increasing fish production
or increasing the income of artisanal fishermen, there is
often a lack of detailed examination and collection of in-
formation of the pre-project situation. The failure to con-
sider the social, economic and political constraints that
exist can result in projects that are handicapped from the
start.
A critical problem that development projects face is
that a project may be implemented that is not really consid-
ered a priority by the country that is receiving assis-
tance. 81 This can occur when a development agency "sells"
its program to a developing country and the government,
either through naivete or the desire to receive foreign
exchange funding, accepts it. When this happens, the project
may be bound for an abrupt termination once the term of
assistance is ended. If the project was not considered a
priority by the government in the first place, it is likely
that the government will not continue with the project on
its own but will turn its attention to other matters that it
considers to be of higher priority.
Although there is no fail-safe way to avoid this prob-
lem, it can be minimized by insisting on a demonstration of
commitment by the host government before approving a pro-
80 Robinson and R. Lawson, supra note 61 at 103.
81 Baldwin, supra note 66 at 239.
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ject.~ This could include the provision of money, person-
nel, buildings and equipment, as appropriate. Failure of a
government to provide any real, material contribution to a
proposed project at the planning stage may show that the
government does not feel that the project is worth the com-
mitment of resources and thus is not a priority.
A potential problem of development projects is that
they can create a state of dependency on external funding.
If this is not considered when the project is being
formulated, the project may fail when external funding is
ended. This was the case in a development project in Senegal
where credit schemes for fishermen to purchase outboard
engines were provided and maintenance facilities were
established.~ There were no contingency plans built into
the project to account for inflation and interest may not
have been paid on the loans. When external funding was end-
ed, the project was discontinued until gifts of engines and
spare parts were provided by other donors. Although fisher-
men were able to increase their incomes during the project
period, the project was not self-sustaining. If external
funding had been phased out gradually, over a period, the
project may have had a chance to become self-sustaining.
Another lesson to be learned from this project is the
importance of timing in the implementation of different
~ Id at 240.
83 Brainerd, supra note 20 at 20-22.
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phases of a project. Outboard engines were distributed be-
fore mechanics were trained to repair and maintain the en-
gines and some engines were unserviceable by the time the
mechanics were trained. u When maintenance facilities were
opened, inventories of spare parts were quickly depleted.
This lack of proper timing resulted in some fishermen not
being able to repay their loans.
The need for integrated fisheries development is clear.
It is not enough to improve or develop the catching sector
while neglecting the landing, processing and marketing sec-
tors. The different sectors are interrelated and development
plans must be vertically integrated and consider the needs
of all sectors. An increase in the supply of fish will have
effects on the other sectors, such as the need for more pro-
cessing facilities and ways for marketing and distributing
the catch. If post-harvesting activities are not compatible
with harvest rates, harvesting should be limited or it could
result in the waste of fish.
An emphasis should be made on introducing appropriate
technology. For instance, the introduction of a network of
ice making facilities to meet the objective of transporting
fresh fish to inland areas may not be appropriate when tra-
ditionally dried or smoked fish can be transported over
longer distances and will keep for longer periods when it
U Id at 4-5.
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reaches its destination. 85 The extra cost of the more ad-
vanced technology would increase the cost of the fish to the
consumer and probably would result in fish actually becoming
less accessible to poor people in inland areas because of
the cost. In some areas, even where fish is frozen or is
imported frozen, much of it still ends up being smoked or
dried somewhere in the distribution process. 86 People in
some inland areas may be content with the smoked or dried
product and may even prefer it to fresh fish, especially if
they are unfamiliar with the preparation of fresh fish.
Socio-Economic Aspects of Fishing Communities
In order for fisheries development projects to have a
higher chance of success, there are many factors that must
be considered. One factor that is often overlooked is social
organization within the fishing community.87 For instance,
it is necessary to take into account the occupational pat-
terns of fishing communities. Some fishermen and fish trad-
ers may participate in other income generating activities
such as farming and projects that demand more of their time
may have little chance of success. 88 Where part-time fisher-
men are drawn away from other food producing activities to
increase their participation in fishing activities, an in-
85 Robinson and Lawson, supra note 61 at 106.
86 Pollnac, supra note 9 at 19.
87 Stevenson, et al., supra note 8 at 11-
88 Robinson and Lawson, supra note 61 at 104.
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crease in fish production at the expense of other food pro-
duction may not necessarily yield net benefits to a develop-
ing country.
The role of women in small-scale fisheries has been
recognized and it has been recommended that their activities
are considered in formulating fisheries development pro-
grams.~ There is a tendency for many West African govern-
ments to view women's role as "middlemen" as exploitive and
thus governments have a propensity for promoting the forma-
tion of fishermen's cooperatives. 90 In areas where these
women are related to the fishermen, efforts to form coopera-
tives probably would fail. In other areas where cooperatives
are established, it could lead to the economic displacement
of a significant portion of the population. There is usually
a mutually beneficial relationship between fishermen and
these "middlemen" as they are often a source of credit in
times of need and often bring cheaper goods from other areas
for sale. Ignoring this role when designing a project could
result in rejection of the project or it could impose high
social costs on the fishing community. The introduction of
fishermen's cooperatives to "eliminate exploitation" by
middlemen may simply be inappropriate in some areas.
It should be noted that, even with the best of inten-
tions, new technology may not be accepted by a community if
89 FAO, supra note 68 at 4.
~ Pollnac, supra note 9 at 22-23.
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it is not compatible with local skills and resources. This
can be illustrated by the attempt to introduce improved fish
smoking techniques in West Africa in the 1960'S.91 A new
type of metal smoker was introduced but its construction was
expensive and complicated and it was rejected by fishing
communities. It was later reintroduced in a larger, simpler
form but the racks were so heavy that the women who were to
use them were unable to manipulate them and it was again
rejected. This serves to show that it is not enough for new
technology to be an improvement over traditional methods,
but that it also must be appropriate to the needs and abili-
ties of the recipients.
Summary
This section has provided a cursory examination of some
of the problems and issues associated with fisheries
development in West Africa. There still remain many factors
that must be accounted for when planning and implementing
fisheries development projects. Only a few of them have been
identified here and there are many others that will need the
attention of international development agencies and
fisheries development workers. Some impediments may be
incapable of being overcome by international aid. However,
the chances of success for development projects can be im-
proved by examining the successes and failures of past pro-
jects and by carefully assessing the technical, socioeco-
91 Id at 15.
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nomic and political environments of fishing communities when
planning and implementing projects.
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VI. RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSION
This study has shown that there is considerable poten-
tial for fisheries development to contribute toward economic
development in the countries of West Africa. However, the
overall success of fisheries development efforts in the
region has not been encouraging and there is much room for
improvement. There are many problems and issues that must be
addressed if the CECAF countries are to realize the full
benefits of their marine fisheries resources.
The focus of fisheries development in West Africa
should not merely be to increase total catches since the
total catch, including foreign catches, is approaching or
has reached the potential marine catch. In some countries
the estimated potential yield has been exceeded. Development
efforts should focus on maximizing the benefits of fisheries
resources to the countries of the region by developing do-
mestic fisheries, keeping in mind conservation of the re-
sources. In some countries, especially in the south CECAF
region, small-scale fisheries development may be more appro-
priate for creating employment opportunities, improving the
welfare of the people and avoiding over-exploitation of the
resource.
There is a distinct lack of management and enforcement
capability that must be addressed if the fisheries resources
are to be conserved. The Sierra Leone government has recent-
ly established a joint venture arrangement with a British
company for monitoring and enforcing fisheries operations
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within its EEZ.~ This operation is funded by license fees.
Its initial success has been encouraging and perhaps this
new fisheries management and enforcement regime can serve as
an example for other countries of the region if it continues
to be successful.
In planning and implementing fisheries development
projects, development agencies should take advantage of the
lessons to be learned from the experiences of past projects
to avoid repeating past mistakes. Monitoring the progress of
projects, maintaining a degree of flexibility in order to
adapt to changing circumstances, and following up on pro-
jects after external support has ended will also enhance the
chances for success.
There is evidence that the extent of people's partici-
pation in 'planning, implementing and evaluating development
projects has an impact on the success of these projects.~
Projects that have higher levels of participation of commu-
nity members are more likely to be successful than those
that limit or exclude the input of community members. Ac-
cordingly, when formulating and implementing development
projects, the role of community participation should be
considered. One general type of information needed for im-
~ "New start in Sierra Leone," Fishing News International,
Vol. 30, NO.3, 1991, p. l.
93 R.B. Pollnac, People's Participation in the Small-Scale
Fisheries Development Cycle, Anthropology Working Paper No. 47
(Kingston, RI: International Center for Marine Resource
Development, URI, 1987), p. 2.
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plementing a project with people's participation is the
determination of the social structure within the community.
As Van der Meeren puts it, "Any responsible attempt to stim-
ulate community development through organization, must
therefore have as a precondition a profound understanding of
the various sUb-categories of which 'the community' is com-
posed, and the inter-relationship between these catego-
ries."~ In other words, an understanding of the social
structure of the community is necessary for development
projects. This understanding, if properly applied to project
planning and implementation could very likely have a posi-
tive impact on the project's success.
The social organization that exists in a fishing commu-
nity might seem "backward" at first glance but closer scru-
tiny may reveal that it is a pragmatic and logical response
to the realities of the marine environment. The fisheries
development planner should take this into consideration. The
introduction of new technology can carry with it, new val-
ues, often leading to economic values taking precedence over
other traditional values when fishermen become dependent on
higher cost technology." This should be kept in mind when
introducing new technology and the costs and benefits, both
social and economic, should be carefully considered.
~ A.J.L. Van der Meeren, Socio-Economic Aspects of Integrated
Fisheries Development in Rural Fishing Villages, IDAF /WP 8
(Cotonou: IDAF,UNFAO 1987), p. 6.
95 Bailey et al., supra note 36 at 1271.
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An attempt should be made to devise development schemes
that directly involve the people who are to benefit from the
project and to use strategies that are in harmony with the
social organization and values of the fishing community,
rather than insisting on projects that are suited to the
values and preconceptions of the development agency. Fisher-
ies development projects should conform to the needs of the
target communities, countries, and the region rather than
vice versa and should ensure sustainable development of a
finite, yet renewable resource. Efforts undoubtedly will be
influenced by financial and administrative constraints but
if these objectives are achieved, the region will receive
maximum benefits from its fisheries resources.
70
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